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About This Content

The Just a Cleric OST is finally here!

When The Booger Myers Band shows up, the WORLD SMASH HITS just keep on coming! Written and performed by yours
truly, I try to push music to the LIMITS OF BEARABILITY FOR ALL. Included are 41 songs and pieces of music straight

from the game and the 'Scholar of the First Wuss' expansion:

Just a Cleric!
Big G Theme

Temporary Party
Dead Pals
In Town

Drink Up!
P.P. Smith

Buy the Stuff!
Enterprising Wizard

Subscreen
Dungeon

You Died!
Creepy & Weird

Big-Ass Tree
Giant Cricket
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Big Boss
Cemetary

I Play Drums Too!
Sand in my Shoes

Bird Poo
Cultists

Goblins R' Us
Ninjas Are Awesome

Fishing Time
Make Way For Failure

The Dark Cave
The 299

Escape the Bees
Golden Knight.. Hee Hee

Castle of (A-Hole)
It's Cold!

Mausoleum
Milk

Piggy Wagon
Volcano Vs Pale Wussies

Surfin' Cleric
Stop Dragon My @ss Around

You Won The Game!
Super Boss!
Cursed Sh!t

Grind-O-Rama
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This game is sadly littered with bugs.
Whilst the concept is factastic, the overall gameplay and execution is really poor.
The developers don't seem to be adding to the game in the near future and there are no bug fixes.. Enjoyable! Combat and
movement per room feel natural, and the larger scale mechanics make sense. Greatly enjoyed the rogue-like aspects, for
someone who has disliked moke rogue-likes, this was a refreshing change of pace.

Huge ups for making a modern game run on my laptop as well, this is the first game I've played with a release date of more
recent than 2013, so it took some fiddling in the settings and suddenly it was running super well. I was really impressed there.

Overall, the game is great. The one or two minor complaints I had were solved in the Gameplay settings, so after the testing
stage I was running the game well and enjoying myself.. Coaches are awesome. Matrix trains again releasing a fine product!
can't complain for 3 quid!. Another nice spawn of Satan, like Super Hexagon or Boson X - maybe even better than them. :). Fun
little arcade Arcade Game and definitely worth the $0.50 I spent on it.
Many reviews were saying it takes blood, sweat and tears,, but I personally didnt find it too dificult. It Took me 1.5 hours to
complete all levels, and 2 hours to get 3 stars on all levels (including a snack break). I didnt even know there was a "slow" power
until the last level I was trying to master. So two tips: Read how to play XD and all levels are possbile to master without 1 of
your 2 abilities (slow).
Still worth the few hours.. As the route is excellent, the locos are brilliant as it gives off the taste of what life was like back then.

On the bad side the sounds are outdated but you can get sound patches from steam sounds supreme.

Apart from that I would get the route for \u00a314.99 as it has a big space of shunting and passenger use.

8\/10 for this route.. Spell combining + twin stick shooter is a REALLY AWESOME formula. Unfortunately it's dragged down
by poor balance, non-existent level design, and boring enemy AI. It really needs another round of solid mechanic improvements
before I can reccomend it.. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. Great game.
11\/10. Great game. 11\/10. I ate a ton of food and got hit in the head with coconuts. I refunded the game after 6 minutes of
playtime.. This game is really impressive - if it's 1985. But it's 2016. This is a poorly implemented, clunky 2D retro super mario
ripoff, without the same level of endearing gameplay.

The Engrish is strong: "This game support the xinput controller" is the first thing the developers smack you in the face with.
Telling you that it's not really aimed at the English market, and it's not aimed at the PC gaming market. Who's it for then?
Confused Italians, is my best guess.

Graphics are terrible (it's been a long time since the NES came out - 30 years, in fact). So when your highest technological
achievement is something that was surpassed 30 years ago, some introspection is badly needed.

Gameplay is weak - the only positive is the addition of co-op gaming on a single system (because apparently it's 1985 and
networking protocols haven't been invented yet). It's a super mario ripoff with a push mechanic instead of a jump on head
mechanic.

No reason to buy this. Better examples of this dead genre are out there, if you're that way inclined.
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Definitely the best of Half-Life expansion packs, but this game is HARD. This game on the easiest difficulty is harder than Half-
Life on the hardest difficulty. Be prepared for that. But it's certinaly manageable on the easiest difficulty and worth the play
because like most expansion packs from the 90's, this game is SUPER creative with the concept at hand. It introduces creative
new weapons (You can use the ceiling-tenticles as kind of a grappling hook!), creative new enemies, and it even introduces a
new gameplay mechanic; climbing ropes, and it was handled fairly well too. The level design is also a little different from Half-
Life's. You're still in Black Mesa, but the game throws totally new areas your way that you wouldn't expect to see in Half-Life.
The new monster designs aren't quite as well done as Half-Life's (a lot more cartoony in Opposing Force), but they're still neat
and creative. Definitely worth a try.. Cute and narrative puzzle game with platformer based features and physic interactions. Not
so hard but very comfortable to complete every day some levels. Recommended!

Pros:
- Smooth designed puzzles
- Nice visual style
- Story
- Platformer and physic interactions

Cons:
- Very low sound volume

p.s. too low price. I was initially puzzled as to why this would be necessary in the 21st century but then I remembered we keep
voting right wing war mongers into power. 10\/10, would be reminded not to vote for right wing war mongers again.. A really
solid rouge-like with a wide range of classes and abilities. Runs very smoothly at 60FPS which you wouldn't think would make a
difference for a turn based game but it really makes it feel better.

The game is also on Mobile F2Pwith a fair IAP model but this seems to real way to play it without any of that and at a good
price.

Unlocks are now based on achievements (or can just be unlocked in the options menu)

Pick it up!!

Plays well, Looks great and brilliant for new and experienced Rouge-like players.. I'm still calling it Slime in 8-bit.

Slime in 8-bit 2 is a sequel to Slime in 8-bit 1, and retains the same genre, art style, sound design and approach to designing
levels. The game expands with much more levels and mechanics, and explores all of them just as well. If you're just joining us,
Slime and 8-bit 1 and 2 are 2d arcade platformers where you need to navigate to the level exit before the time limit passes with
simplistic sound and visual design that is just enough to be the good foundation for solid platforming.

A lot of my annoyances repeat themselves. You can pause the game now, but the screen gets blacked out when you do and can't
see the levels, so strategic thinking isn't fit for the game. What it's really crying out for is forcing a button input to start a level,
or a 3-5 second time out before it starts, where you can see the screen. You still can't rebind controls and the game still doesn't
stop you from moving around the level before you can see it.

Also, there's a level editor now. As much as I'd enjoy having a theoretically infinite amount of levels, at least in theory, the game
already explores all its mechanics to a very large degree and I wouldn't expect much beyond an endless string of kaizos. But for
better or worse, there is no option to share your levels with others, rendering this option basically useless.

Still, great and fun arcade platformer that would definitely be worth more than nothing, and above all, it's totally worth your
interest.. super fun game deffinetly worth a buy cant wait to see how it turns out full release
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